An annotated list of books to be used in the study of geography : with an introduction by Daniels, Edna Earle
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In no other study of the public schools is the course of in-
struction so varied, so disconnected and so illogical as in that
of geography. At the present time, there is a very general notion
that the study of geography means merely the acqiiisition of a
great nuinber of names and locations. Lately , however, people are
beginning to agree that instead of being "a description of the
earth's surface" it should be "a. description of the earth as the
home of man." A new interpretation of the nature and sc^ope of
geography is grov/ing in the schools and this "nev/ness" , to state
it broadly, is the mutual relatioji of geographic environjient to
political history'", on the one hand, and economic development on
the other.
Some people complain that geography is a complex and com-
posite subject,made up of some geology , soi'ie history, some econom-
ics and something of a dozen or more sciences. For this reason
it is strong, for it combines, relates, compares and interprets a
great mass of facts which bear upon one of the most interesting
subjects in the world; that of man and his home. To be thus in-
teresting, geography must not be weighted down with the details
of physiography or political geography but must treat primarily
of "man in nature", so imiting the descriptive sciences and man's
political and economic developaent
.
It is the duty of geography to teach that the various acti-
vities of life are very largely governed by topographic forms
and that,we-'.^e not all conditions just what they are,li3re in its
present forms could not exist. It shows that the coiomiAnities,
therefore , are most happily situated when they are in perfect har-

mon3^ with their geographic enviroment and they are v/i^est when
they have learned to adjust thenselves to it.
The ordinary text-book' does not treat of geography in this
broad way but is filled with facts and details v/hich are . to a
certain extent, necessary but not sufficient. A certain anioiint
of memory'- work in geography is absolutely necessary. The names
and character of different places and proceRses must be learned
before their mutual relations can be discussed. There should,
however, be a selection of the places and geographic features
which the pupils should be required to memorize.
Many of the names and places necessary to the New York
child, have no place in the geography with which the Ohaiapaign
pupils must be fajailiar. It is a generally aclaiowiedged fact
that a clear,well defined and actual knowledge of a fev; places
and peoples is of a great deal more value than an indefinite and
uncertain knowledge of many. To a certain extent , too , the char-
acter of the study of geography should be governed by the cur-
rent importance of geographic names. If the children are taught
thus to apply their geography to the actual and practical ques-
tions of the day, they have been taught soiaething that will serve
and help them for life. But after the pupils have learned the
fundaiaental facte of geography and are able to grasp the broader
and hu]aan part of it, they v/ili v/ant and need more thtm is in the
average text-book.
Since it cannot be found in the text-book and not many
books on such a subject can be put into the hands of the chil-
dren of the lowt:ir grades, the teacher must provide information

which will, at the f?ame time , interest and instruct the pupils.
The use,by pupils, of a text-bock should only serve to supplement \'
the work of an intelligent teacher. For the private study of a
teacher and perhaps for use in the higher classes, an advanced
|
text-book is extremely desirable. The work ou-:ht to be encyclo-
!
pedic in character , each section by an author of undoubted author-
ity. Such a book is the new International geography ,writ ten by
the leading geographers of the world and edited by Hugh Robert
Mill. It is possibl© for the teacher to secin'e a good substi-
tute by selecting several books which, all together , cover the
|
whole ground. The teacher should add to the text , interesting
geographiccl rrd hif toricai facts. In no subject taught in the
public schools, is there so good an opportunity for the teacher
to use his general knowledge and to awaken an interest in the
study by supplementing the matter of the text-book. The advan-
tage of this kind of teaching is that each fresh piece of infor-
mation helps to explain and fix what the pupils have previously
learned, so strengthening the memory instead of loading it.
|
When the piipils are capable of reading for themselves, they
|
should be directed to the right sort of books which will illus-
trate, explain and more fully develop the work of the school-room.
Just what books will be best for this purpose, must be learned
from experience and repeated trials. As a rule, a good graphic
work of travel and adventure interests every one, no matter what
the age. Children like to be interested and amused and if they
;
can be instructed and improved while they are interested, the de-
^
sired result is obtained. Such reading, too,will show the pupils

that interest lies in many books other than fiction and will
stiiaulate thera to do really helpful reading.
For this reading, the resources of the Charapaign public li-
brary are thrown open to the teachers and pupils of the Ohain-
paign schoolB. The library contains many books v/hich will be of
iimaeasurable value and helv and if it is seen that the teachers
|
I
want and need more, the library v/iii probab3,y include theia in ite
next list of books to be purchased. The teachers are allowed to
draw out as many books as they need for their own personal use
and for school-room use and may keep them as long as they are
wanted, unless there is an unusual demand for them at the library.

The following list ±h made up of book?? in the Champaign
public library v/hich, after a oareful examination, the compiler
has decided v;iii be helpfiil to the teachers and pupils, ?ln the
public schools, in the study of geography.
||
In some cases where the Champaign public library contained
no satisfactory book on a subject or a more recent or authentic
book has appeared, the better book is given, vfith authority for
selection. V/here personal exaiiination of the books has been pos-^,
sible,the annotations have been made by the compiler, v/ho has en-
deavored to keep in mind the use to v/hich the book was to be put
and has tried to indicate the value of the book from the teach-
er's standpoint.
On account of the large number of teachers and pupils v/ho
will want books on the same subject at the saiae time, and on ac-
coiint of the liiaitations of the library, some books have been in-
cluded which,perhaps,would not have appeared on a select list.
\
No book, hov/ever, has been given that has not soi'ie value.
For the books in the Champaign public librar3^,the call num-
bers have been given, these numbers being all that are necessary
!
when asking for books. A small j before the m:inber indicates
that the book is classed with the juvenile books and is kept in
the childrens room.
Volme and page numbers are separated by a colon, and the
date is separated froia these by a semicolon; e.g.. Dial 26:132;
j
March 1,1899 means Dial, volume 26, page 162 of the issue of March
1,1899.
The publishing firms are denoted by the names of the first

memhev. A directory , giving full names and addresse?? vi±n be
found at the end of tHe list.
In each case, the date of the latest edition is given, a note
being added when the copy in the Champaijin public library is of
an older edition.

Principal books and aids con??'alted .
Araerioan catalog.
Buffalo (N.Y. ) public library.
Claf?B-room libraries for public schools. 1902.
Brookline (Ma -is.) public library.
List of books in the school reference collection. 1902
Green, Samuel S.
Libraries and f?chools. 1883.
Indianapolis (Ind. ) public schools.
Course of study in geography and history for grades.
1-8, inclusive. 1899.
Mc Murry, Charles Alexander.
Special method in geography. 1900.
Mill, Robert Hugh.
Hints to teachers and students on the choice of geog-
raphical books for reference and reading. 1897.
International geography- Bibliographies at ends of
chapters
.
New York State library.
Best books of 1900 ,1901 .( Bib3.iography bul.no 29 and 34)
Osterhout free library ,V/ilkesbarre (Pa. ).
Teacher's catalog of books for priraarj'' and grammar
schools. 1893.

Peoria (111.) public library.
Graded list of bookf?. 190 0.
PhiladelpHia (Penn. ) public school??.
Course of instruction in geography for the public
schools of Philadelphia. 1899.
j
Publishers' trade list annual.
Redway , Jacque s Wardl aw
.
(The) nev; basis of geography. 1901 .Bibliography p 227-29
.|
Tarr, Ralph StooKraan and F.M.Mc Mur?T.
Home geography and the earth as a v/hole. 1900. Biblio-
graphies at ends of chapters,
North America. 1900. Bibliography p 437-444.
|

Method, of studying geography.
Geilcie,Sir Archibald. The teaching of geography.
Macnilian,1899. ^1.65
An excellent guide. Geography is viewed as including rath-
er more of general observational science than soiae vjiil be pre-
pared to believe ;but each reader laay select the part most like-
ly to be of service in his particular circumstances.
Mill-PIints to teachers and students on the choice
of geographical books. p 21.
Mill, Hugh Robert. Hints to teache^^'s and students on the choice
of geographical books for reference and read-
ing with classified lists.
Longraans,1897. # .94
The object of this little volune is to place before
teachers and students a selection of the best available books
on geography as an educational subject and on different parts
of the world. A short summary of the principles of geography
precedes the more practical part of the v/ork.
Redway , Jacaues Wardlaw. The new basis of geography.
Macmillan,1901. ^1.00
A number of the chapters are in form of essays.—Book
will prove of jauch value in opening up the larger aspects of
geography v/hich could hardly find presentation in a text-book
It is entertaining and edifying throughout.
Nation 75:33; July 11,19 01.

General geography and travel.
910
Ballou,Maturin Murray. Due west ; or , round the world in ten
raonths
.
Houghton, 1884. ^1.50
The author gives an account of what he saw on his trip
aroiind the world, describing the different peoples and their
customs in a fairly interesting manner. Pull of desirable and
authoritative inforraation.
910
Barrows, John Hanry. A world pilgrimage.
Mc Glurg,189 7. ^2.00
Descriptions of the different countries and peoples of -
the earth written at the time of the irapressions . The narra-
tive form and many personal experiences make the book inter- i
esting as well as instructive. Some chapters v/ould be very
good to read to impils. A few ven^r good illustrations.
014
043.5
Child, Theodore . Smnmer holid-^ys.
Harper, 1889. $1.25
Traveling notes in Flurope. Merely sketches and notes most
of v/hich appeared in English and Aiaerican magazines . includes
sketches of
Verona
Venice
Bologna
Frankfort
Cassel
Brunswick

Munich
Liinoges
ReljQs
Aix-le8-Bainf3
Grand Chartreuse
The French Rivers
interesting and well written^ giving general impressions
of countries and cities and rjicturing well the people, their
customs and peculiarities.
5 08.."5
J D25.7
Darwin, Charles. What Mr.Uarwin saw in his voyage around the
world in the ship "Beagle".
Harper, 18 79, $7,. 00
Four divisions.
I Animals.
Stories connected with the places on the earth's sur-
face where the animals were studied, giving the co^^rect
notion of distribution of the animal kingdom v;ith corres-
ponding insight into the geography of the globe in its
"broadest sense.
II Man.
Tales and accounts of strange peoples and customs,par-
ticularly of savage and barbarous life.
III G-eography.
Descriptions of cities and habitations of man, describ-
ing rivers ,mountains , valleys
,
plains and other physical
features of the countries visitcl by Mr.Darvrin.
IV Nature
.
Terrestrial processes and phenomena. Deals mostly with
South Araerica and Africa. The book has the advantage of
containing }'iuch valuable infonaation, given in a simple

way /out han the disafivantage of not being very recent.
910
P 84.4
Francis, Harriet. By land and sea.
Nims,189i.
Contains a very interesting account of a trip around the
world, being chiefly simple sketches of the main points vmich
attracted the author in some of the countries visited. It in-
cludes some history , natural and physical wonders and inany in-
cidents of travel which are very interesting to 3^oung read-
ers. Clear and good illustrations.
914
H73
Holraes, Oliver Wendell. One hundred days in Europe.
Houghton, 1896. ^ .50'
Author tells of experiences and iiapressions among noted
people and places. Most of his traveling v;as done in England
and Prance. The booK is i.iore of an autobiography than a re-
cord of a tourist's experiences. The literary style and
chanaing personality of the author, which is always apparent,
makes it a very interesting book. The illustrations are very
few but good.
910
1
M 59.5 'i
Mill, Hugh Robert, ed. International geography by 70 authors.
A:opleton,1901. |.'5.50||
A comi^act hand-book of geography , each section of v/hich is

is written a BpecialiBt or a recognized authority of high
j
standing. The parts of the world ocoupied or controlled by
English speaking nations are treated iiiore full3^ than the oth-
ers, the United Kingdom "being treated laore in detail than any
of them. In the description of a coTintry,the follov/ing order
is used.
I Crcneral configuration and geologj'' as a whole , incjluding
river systems, climate, national resources and a brief outline
of the fauna and flora. [I
II The people as to race , his tori/- and mode of government.
III Manufactures , industries and external trade, laying stress
on the laain staples of tradf^ and industries peculiar to the
GO'untr^'-. Systems of internal coi'Munication.
|j
IV Political divisions considered individuality with noti-
ces of all towns of 100000 inhabitants and upwards and others
,
ii
if they are of special imi^ortance. Geographical conditions
which minister to a tovm's prosperity.
V. Statistics giving area, population, value of ira]3ort and
j
exports , chief towns and their population.
j
The introduction to each of these sections contains a
i
general discup^ion of laatheraatical, physical, and comiaercial
and political geography of the coiintry.
,1
The descriptions of continents follow the order.
Coasts
Surface
Geology
CliJiiate
Flora
Fauna
Anthropology
History

The illustratioRR are liiniteci to sketches,maps and dia-
graiQs. There is a good index, supposed to contain every name
mentioned in the book.
Part I on PrinciiUes of geography is especially good.
Chapters on
Maps and map reading
Plan of the earth.
The oceans
Distribution of mankind.
The book contains much valuable and authentic information
and is one of the best reference books for the study of geog-
raphy .
910
R 39.6
Richardson, David Nelson. A girdle around the earth: home letters
from foreign lands.
Mc Glurg,1888. ^2.00
Very attractive style both to teacher and older pupils.
The many details which are given are v/eil selected and well
written. Especially valuable for .information about China,
Japan and India.
910
St 6.5
Stoddard, John Lawson. Lectures. 10 v.
Balch,1897. (^54. 00
contents
v.l
Norv/ay
Switzerland
Athens
Venice
\r.2
Oonstaninople
Jerusalem

V.3 Japan
China
V . 4 India
The Passion Play
v,.5 Paris
La Belle Prance
Spain
V.6 Berlin
Vienna
F!t Petersburg
I'/lOSCOW
V.7 The Rhine
Belgiiau
Holland
M'3Xii:0
V.8 Florence
Naples
Roiae
V.9 Scotland
England
L on' Ion
vlO Southern California
Orand Canon of the Colorado River.
Yellowstone Park.
Being the identical discourses delivered during the past
eighteen years under the title of Stoddard lectures. Splen-
did descriptions of the people of the principal lands of the
world. Many clear and beautiful illustrations v/hich v/iii be
extremely valuable to the pupils.
J 310
T 17
Tarr, Ralph StooKjaan and F.M.Mc Murry. Horae geography and the
earth as a whole. (Tarr and
McMurry geographies .Book I)
Macnillan,1900. ^ .60
Part I Horae geography
Soil
Hills
Geograrjhy
Valleys
' Rivers
Ponds and lakes
Ocean

Air
InrluRtr^r and ooiii lerce
Government
Bibliography of above BubjeotR p loa-iio.
Part II The earth as a whole
Daily motion of the earth and itn ceBUltR
Axis and poles
Equator
Gravity
^^iinrise and sunset
Day and night
Zones
Boundaries of zones
Torrid zone
Temperate zone
Frigid zone
Hemispheref?
Heat within the earth and its effeots
Continents and oceans
Maps
North Aiaerica
United States
New JJlngland
Middle Atlantic states
Southern states
Central states
Western states
Alaska
Canada and other countries of North America
Countries of South America
Europe
Asia
Africa
Australia,^lcist Indies, Philippines and other islands of
the Pacific
Bibliography of above subjects p 25Cy-61
Appendix containing tables of statistics of area, popula-
tion etc.
At the end of each chapter are reviev/ questions and sug-
gestions for study at home and out-of-doors.
A well \yritten and instructive elementarj^ geography , full
of splendid illustrations. It takes up the same subjects and

topics aR are fstudied in the geographies. The con(3ise and
well selected, infonaation it contains ,makes it invaluable as
a help in teaching and studying geography. Cannot be too high-
ly recoioiaended.
J 917
T 17
Tarr, Ralph StocKjaan and P.M.McMurry. North MericajWith an especi-
ally full treatment of the Unit-
ed States and its dependencies.
{ Tarr and McMurry geogra-ohies
.
Book II).
Macmillan ,190 0. ^ .75
Part I A general study of North Aiaerica.
Phyrsiography of North America
J^uioiier and winter
V/ind and rain
Ocean movements and distribution of temperature
Clii.iate, plants, aniiaals and people
Latitude, longitude and standard time
The continent of North Aiaerica
Part II The United .States
Nev7 ."Rngland
Middle Atlantic States
Southern States
Central States
Western States
Territories and dependencies of the United States.
Part III Other coi;intries of North Ai'ierica
Countries north of the United States
Countries south of the United States
Si-Ufii'iary and conclusions
Appendix I References to books, articles etc.
Appendix II. Tables of ares
,
population etc.
At the end of each chapter are review questions and sug-
gestions for study at home and out-of-doors.
A well written and instructive elementary geography full of

splendid illustrations. It taken up the ^aine f?ubjectR and top
ios as are studied in the geographies. The concise and well
selected infonaation it contains ,makes it invaluable as a
help in teaching and stud^^ing geography. Cannot be too highly
recommended.

North .Araeri(?a
Burroughs , John Sc others. Alaska (The Harriiinn expeditioii
)
Douhleday ,1901 . 3v. ^15.00
Narrative of the expedition and a fev/ papers on subjects
believed to be of general interest.— Narrative—by John Biiv-
roughs. It reoords iiipressions made hy the varied scenes sur-
veyed, rather than liniraportant details of the v/ork engaged
in. Different authors describe glaciers, natives, histor]/-, dis-
covery
,
exploration, birds, forest and timber resources
,
geog-
raphical features, atmosphere, volcanoes and industries—full
index— Maijs are excellent. It is hardly too I'luch to say that
these voliaines fwn the jaost beautifully illustrated work of
travel V'Jhioh has ever been issued on this side of the Atlant-
ic—a work of v/hich Aiaerica may justly be proud and the pro-
duction of which— is due to factors which are almost peculiar
to this country and time.
Nation 7.'5:.'504; Oct . l^^ ,1901.
Carpenter, Frank George. Geographical readers.
j 914 i^]urope,19o;i;. ^j; .70
22,
j 917 North America, 1898, | .60
22 »
5
j 918 South America, 1899 . ^ .60
G 22,5
j 915 Asia, 1897. # .60
a 22.5
AmeFican Book Co,
Ely supposedly taking the children on personally conduct-
ed tours over the different continents , the author alias to

give them a plain and Bimple ^lesoription of the principle
oountries visited. The party visits the cities, farms and fact-
ories of the different countries , seeing how the various peop-
les of the earth live and are governed and something as to
their civilization. All of the principal cities and the most
imiDortant features of the coiontries are descrihed. Clear,
good and profuse illustrations.
571.84
36.5
Chapin,?redericK H. The land of the cliff-dwellers.
C.larK6,1892. #.3.00
A description of the ruins ,-r'elies and mountains of v;est-
ern United States , Mexico and Central Aiaerica. Interesting to
teacher and advanced pupils. Illustrations , from photographs
are very good and give a splendid idea of the clir'f-dwellers
and their homes.
913.7
N 12
Nadaillac, Jean Francois Albert du Pouget , Marquis de. Prehistoric
America.
McBride ,1896. # .50
Chaxjters on
Man and the raastoden
PCitchens middens and ornaiaents of the mound- "builders
.
Mound-builders
Pottery ,weapons and ornaiaents of the iioimd-builders
.
Cliff-dwellers and inhabitants of the Pueblos
People of Central Aiaerica
Ruins of Central America
Peru
The men of Aiaerica
Origin of wm in America

Careful and detailed, descriptions, giving geographical lo-
cation of the different ruins. The information is more valua-
ble to archaeology than to the study of geography though the
illiistrations are fairly good and will give the pupils a gen-
eral idea of the ancient inhabitants of Aiierica.
(Ed. Putnam, 1890 in Champaign library. )
Newfoundland. Newfoundland in 1900; a treatise on the geog-
raphy , natural resources and history of the is-
land, embracing an account of recent and pT'esent
large material movements.
South Publishing Oo. 1901
||
It is with a v±ew to bringing these advantages to the
ii
knowledge of our sixn-baked si^itimer tourists that the Oovern-
raent of Newfoundland has issued a. compact and handsomely prin-
ted hand-book, illustrated with maps and half-tone engravings.
Nation 7;3:.538;Apr 25,190i.
918 .
1
R 65.4
Rollins, Alice Wellington. From palm to glacier.
Putnam, 189??. ^^l.'^s
Descriptions of nature in South Aiaerica, Brazil and Alaska.
The language is poetical, figurative and beautifiil. II
-Some selections are linusually good for pupils to read or
to be read to them. The illustrations , which are good and
clear, are in perfect harraony v/ith the rest of the book.
Starr, Frederick American Indians.
Heath, 1899. $ .45
This book is intended as a reading book for boys and
|
girls In simple language and with very great sympathy, Mr.

star::' gives inforiaation about Indians in general and. Indians
of the Aztec tribes, of California, of Central Aiierioa and many
interesting and curious facts about their doiaestic life, their
games and ceremonies , and other kindred topics. Much of Mr,
Starr's information has b .en gained by personal Xnovviedge and
older people as well as children will profit by this book.
Literar-y v/orld 30:14?^; April 29,1899.
||
1:
910.9
Winsor, Justin . Cartier to Prontenac
noughton, 189 4. #4.00
Geographical discovery in the interior of North America
in its historical relations. 15.'^4-1700 with illustrations
from contemporary sources. These illustrations will be inter-
esting to pupils. The text is too historical and too scholar-
ly to be of iiiuch interest to an ordinary student of geogra-
phy.
551 . 79
W 9,^
Wright ,Creorge Frederick. Ice age of North America and its bear-
ings upon the antiquity op man.
Apple ton ,1889 . ^5.00
Pull of technical, yet valuable inforraation . Tells of
cause and date of glacial period and man's connection with
it. Text iininteresting to one who has not made a special stud-
y of the subject. Very good illustrations which will help the
pupils to have a general idea of our coiontry during the ice
age.

551.79
W 93 m
Wright , George Frederick. Man and the glacial period.
Appleton,1393. #1.75
Chapters on
Existing glaciers
Ancient glaciers
Relics of Ktan in the glacial period.
The book contains a full discussion of nan's relation to
the Glacial period. Technical and hard reading. Very good il-
lustrations. Perhaps valuable onl]'" for these to pupils.
919.8
W 93
Wright , George Frederick and Warren Uphaia. Greenland ice fields
and life in the North
AtlantT^..
Appieton^ia96.^2.oo
Observations made on a voyage to Greenland in 1894. The
geological side eiiphasized throughout the book. Interest-
ing chapters on
The Eskiiios of the North Atlantic.
Plants of Greenland
Anii'ials of Greenland
Reading rather technical and hard and soiaetiiaes uninter-
esting though it contains valuable and aiithoritative infor-
mation for the teacher.
Very good illustrations.

United states and Illinois.
917.69
Al 5.6
Allen, Jamee Lane. The blue-grass region of Kentucky and other
KentUGKv articles.
Macmillan,l900. #1.50
Bright and well written descriptions of Kentucky life and
scenery with characteristic illustrations. The book gives a
clear and comprehensive idea of Kentucky and its people.
j 970
B 19.3
Baldv/in, Jaiaes. The discovei^/ of the Old Northwest and its set-
tlenent by the French.
Araer.Bk.Co. ,1901. ^9.60
Tells of discovery , exploration and settlement of the sec-
tion of coiintry bounded by the Alleganies and the Mississippi
River and the Ohio River and the (Treat Lakes. It is a series
of connected sketches for yoiong readers which are of special
interest to the children living in the part of the country de-
scribed.
917,94
C 24.2
Carter, Charles Franklin. Some by-ways of California.
Grafton Press, 1908. ^1.25
Chapters on
Pala
Ivlojave Desert
Leaves from, an artist's diar^/"
Home of Roraona
Lompoc and Purisifia Jolon
San Juan Bautisto
Pescardo

The Cham of .Southern California.
Five of the articles are descriptive of tovms v;hich had
a mission as a nucleus. In the others, the author selects a
fev/ of the laost interesting i^iaces for description and tells
about theia in a chamiing and original way. The language
throughout the whole oook is beautiful and vvell suited to the
subject. It is one of the best recent books on California.
C 28
Gatherv/ood,Mary Kartwell. Heroes of the Middle West.
Ginn,i893. $ .50
Tells of the principal discoveries in the Middle West by
the French, incidents connected with them and a description of
that section of the country before civilization entered it.
The book contains also a good account of the Indians , their
methoriB of war-fare and their resistance against the white
man. Of special interest to children living in the Central
States.
J 977.3
D 81.6
Dresbach, Arthur C.^ Ada A Dresbach. Yoiing peoples' history of Il-
linois from the earliest dis-
coveries to the present time,
containing descriptions of
prehistoric nations together
With their Jianners and cus-
toms as well as those of the
early settlers.
Home Historical Society , Chicago, 1886 n.p.
Contains valuable information to those living in Illinois,
which is hard to get and yet which should be known.

571
F 814
Poster, Jolm V/atson. Pre-histori(3 raees of the United States of
Ajfierioa.
Griggs , 1874
A flescription of tJie mound-builders, their geograiohioal
distribution, their arts and nanufactures ,manners and custonsS^
ethnology. A book for the teacher and older pupils. Soiae
illustrations which are only fair.
917.8
In 63
Inman,Henry and W. P. Cody. The Great Salt LaXe trail.
Macmillan , 1898 $3 . 50
Presents the ptory of the trail in the days long before
the building of a railroad was believed to be possible. Deals
with the era of the trapper, the scout, savage and the passage
of emigrants to the gold fields of California and with adven-
tures which marked the long and vjeary march. Gives a good
idea of the early West which is now developed into the Great
West. The book v/iii be of interest to most of the older pu-
pils. Fairly good illustrations.
917.8
In6
Inman,Henry The old Santa Pe' trail: the story of a g^^eat high-
way
.
Macraillan,1898 . ^3.50
Story of the thrilling scenes enacted along the line of
the great route. The book will give the pupils a good gener-
al idea of the old West, its inhabitants and dangers , showing

hy cont}?ast i.ts wonderful devolopenent in recent years. Sone
personal experiences are dwelt upon at length virhioh do not
contribute rauch to geography proper, but v/hioh will leave a
clear and lasting impression. Can be r'ead by all but youngest
pu23ils
.
976.3
K 58.6
King, Grace. New Orleans; the place and the people.
Maciai.llan,1896
. $2.50
A history of New Orleans froia its founding to the present
time. The customs of the peoi^le and the peculiarities of
this Southern city are v/ell and interestingly depicted. As a
whole, the book has more bearing on history than on geography.
The illustrations are characteristic and good.
j 977.."5
M 42
Mather, Irwin F. The making of Illinois.
Flanagan, 19 00. 5^1.00
Divided into four periods.
I French and British occupation.
II Territorial period,
instate period.
IV Oivil war period
Chapters on
Lasalle
Lincoln in Illinois
Our state capital
Transportation
Illinois in the great via^'
Chicago
Our state institutions.

Gives a good, description of the different state indus-
tries and r'esouroes and quite a full history of the Indian in
Illinois. Crives many details of infonriation about Illinois
which can not be foiJind in the geographies but which pupils
ought to know. Good illustrations.
571.9
M73.8
Moorehead/i-Varren King. Port Ancient, the great prehistoric
earthwork of Warren County , Ohio, com-
piled from a careful survei/- v/ith an ac-
count of its iiounds and graves.
Clarke, 1890. .^2.00
Inforiaation detailed and valuable in that it gives an i-
dea of the work of the re/aarkable prehistoric peoples v/ho
lived in our land so long before us. Could be read only by
teacher and perhaps older pupils. Illustrations nuiierous and
good.
917
U 89.2
Muir,<Tohn. Our national parks.
Houghton, 1902. ^1.75
A description of ovir national loarks and a plea for their
preservation.
Chapters on
Wild parks and forest reservations . of the west.
Yellov/stone National Park
Yoseiaite National Park
Sequoia and General Grant.
National Parks.

The author being such a great lover of nature, the reader
ends by imbibing a great deal of this love hiiaself . The book
gives a good idea of the size and beaiity of the trees ±v. the
West and the necjessitj'- for imaediate steps being taken if
they are to be preserved at all. Illustrations are fev^r but
good.
917.4
P87.5n
Powell, Lyiaan P. ed. Historic towns of the Middle states( Aj leri-
can historic towns )
Putnaja,1899. ^3.50
Includes descriptions of
Albany
Saratoga
F^ohenectady
Newburg
Tarry-town-on-the-Hudson
New York City
Brooklyn
Prin(3eton
Philadelphia
Wilmington
Buffalo
Pittsburgh
The his tor:,' and descriptions of the different towns are
by different authors who are best fitted to write them. The
history of the towns rrom the foiinding to the present day, and
a description of the special and important features, of the
main industries and interests, parks and public b-iildings,
showing all the individual characteristics of the different
towns are given. The book will give the children a good idea
of some of the leading cities in the eastern United States.
Illustrations clear and beautiful.

917.5
P 87.5
Powell, Lyman P.ed. Historic town? of the Southern States ( AMeri-
oan historic tov/ns )
Putnaiu,1900. #3.50
Includes descriptions of
Baltimore
Annai^olis
Frederick t own
Washinston
Richiaond on the Jaroes
Williamsburg
Wilmington
Charleston
Savannah
Mobile
Montgomery
New Orleans
Vicksburg
Knoxville
Nashville
Louisville
Little Rock
St. Augustine
The articles on the different tovms are written by men
who v/ere selected on account of their ability to do it. A
short concise history and description of each town are given.
Illustrations very clear and beautiful.
917.8
P 8 7.5
Powell,LyTaan P.ed. Historic tov/ns of the v/estern States .( Amer-
ican historic tovms )
Putnaia,1901. ^3.50
Includes descriptions of
Marietta
Cleveland
Cincinnati
Detroit
Mackinac
Indianapolis

Vincemes
Chicago
Madison
Mi?ineapoliF?
.StLouis
Kansas City
Oraaha
Denver
Santa Pe'
Salt Lake City
SpoXane
Portland
San Pranoisco
Monterey
Los Angeles
All articles are written by authors v7ho are v/ell fitted
to do it. The book v;iii give pupils a good idea of the beauty
and size of some of our leading American cities. Good illiis-
trations of buildings and vievvs in the different tovms.
917.94
St 6.4
Stoddard, Charles Augustus. Beyond the Rockies; a spring journey
in California.
Scribner,l894. f?1.50
The book includes a description of California, New Mexico,
Arizona, Texas, Yoseiaite Valley, Rocky Mountains and Colorado.
It is all told in a simple conversational style,mixing his-
tory with description. The scenic side of all descriptions
is emphasized. Very good illustrations.
917.94
W^4.4
Warner, Charles Dudley. Our Italy.
Harper, 1891. ^2.50
A description of California.

Chapters on
Winter on the coast
A land of agreeable homes
Some v;onders of the way-Yosemite-Uonterey
Fascinations of the desert
Heart of the desert
On the brink of the errand Oanon
The lanique marvel of nature
Pen pictures of the most beautiful part of our country,
language ajid style being well suited to the subject. Valua-
ble more for beauty of description than for the araoi^nt of in-
formation it contains, very delightful reading to the teach-
er and more advanced pupils.
/

Mexico .Central Anerioa and the French West Indies.
973. 01?^
B 47
Biart ,Lnoien. The AztecB, their hi storj'",manners and cus tons , tran-
slated by J.L.Garver.
McClurg,:L89;^. #2.00
The author depicts the oouintry as it v/as v/hen conctuered
li
by the Spaniards, describing these early people and their pe-
culiarities and custoras. Illustrations fev/ b'ut very good.
J 910
B 98.6
Buttervvortji,Hezikiah. Lost in Nicaragua; or,Aiiong coffee fanas
and banana lands in the countries of the
great canal.
Wilde, 1898. $1.50
Designed to illustrate the historical progresR and indus-
trial opportunities of Central Araerica,the prospective land
of the great international highvmy to the Past. Interpolated
stories within connected narrative. These stories are pict-
ures of the life of the country through which the proposed
Nicaragua canal was expected to have passed. The book is
written in a siriple narrative style , containing many incidents
and personalities v/hich are interesting but not especially
helpful. Illiistrations few and only fairly good.
913.7;?
.^8.4
Charnay, Desire. The ancient cities of the; new world: voyages
and explorations in Mexico and Central America.
1857-1883.
Harper, 188 7. ^6.00

The work is the outoojie of an expedition to make a care-
ful reproduction of i::;entral Aiaerican monuraents and an inves-
tigation of ruined citief? and other remains of ancient civi-
lization in Central Ainerica and Mexico. A journal as v/ell as
a scientific account. Interesting to teacher and older pu-
pils in connection vath the study of these countries. Illus-
trations very profuse and good.
Chapters on
On the Caribbean Sea
The exiled lottery
In Honduras
At Corinto
On the Istliiaus of Panaiaa
The Paris of South America.
Very interesting accoimts of travels in these countries,
including descriptions of the coimtries and people, also in-
cidents of travel. Only the most interesting details selected
and these well told. Very readable to teachers and older pu-
pils. Illustrations very characteristic and good.
91 7.,'^8
D 29,6
Davis, Richard Harding. Three Gringos in Venezuela and Central
Aiaerica.
Harper, 1896. ^1.50
917.^9
H 35.6
Hearn,Lafcadio. Two years in the .'"'rench West Indies.
Harper, 1890. $2,00
Part I.
A midsu2Tiaer trip to the tropics

Part II
.
Martinique sKetoheR.
The first part oonsiBt« of notes taken upon a voyage of
."5000 lailes in len^ than two monthf? so it is merely h reflect-
ion of personal experiences.
The second part is the result of a staj^- of two years at
Martinique. These sketches are very bright and instructive
though they contain a good many details vfhich are not of es-
pecial value from a geographical standpoint. They are val-
uable on account of the present interest in the subject. Fair-
ly good illustrations.
917.2
L 97.
Liiimais, Charles Fletcher. The awakening of a nation: or, Mexico of
today
.
Harper, 1898. #2.50
Written to give definite pictiire of Mexico of today. Very
attractive and instructive sketches, giving economic and so-
cial as v/ell as the geographical side imd clearly depicting
this interesting people, their cjharacteristics and progress.
Illustrations very good and clear.
j 590
Ob 2
Ober, Frederick Albion. Crusoe's island; a bird hunter's ^tory,
Appleton,1898. I .65
An accoimt of the author's experiences in Tobago, the is- -
land of Robinson Crusoe. In a siiaple and interesting manner,
the author tells of the harrowing experiences of his life in

the forests, and the peculiar vegetable and aniraai life he
sees there. The book v/iii «erve as a book of description of
any of the miraerous islands v/hich lie near Tobago. Good ill-
ustrations.
See also
Chapin,P.H. The land of the cliff-dwellers( North Ajner-
ica).
See also
Rollins, A. Vf. Prora palm to glacier .( Worth Apierica. )

Cuba, Porto Rioo,Hawaii and the Philippine Islands.
97^.91
B^Jifis,John Kendric3k. Unole Saia, trustee
.
RiSgB,1902. ^1.75
As clean and comprehensive a statei'ient of conditions in
Cuba, as they existed at the time of the transfer, as iDOssible
to provide. The author tells how our civilization has con-
quered in the island. An interesting book on a subject about
which the children should be v/ell informed. The illustratioBs
show the changes that have taken place in Cuba in the last
few years.
972.91
D 29. o
Davis, Richard Harding. Cuba in war time.
Russell, 1898. $1.25
Descriptions from personal observation by one who trav-
eled through Cuba during the Cuban- Spanish v;ar. Qood inter-
esting account of Cuba, the people and their customs, Special
attention is paid to the Cuban army and Spanish cruelty. Good
illustrations.
917.291
M 83
Morris, Charles. Our Island Empire: a hand-bnok of Cuba, Porto-
Rico, Hawaii and the Philippine Islands.
Lippincott ,1899. ^1.50
The book includes, besides an historical sketch of each
of the islands, a description of their physical conditions.

manners and custoias of the people ,agriciaturril productionf?
,
and their raamifaotures and ooi^ii'iercje . The information given
is full and (jondensed. Good to use to supplement the text-
book.
917.P.95
Oh 2.
Ober ,Prederi(3ic Augustus. Puerto Rico and its resources.
Appleton,1899. #1.50
Tells of physical features, agricultural iDroducts,manu-
factures and industries of all kinds and the people, their
custoias, peculiarities and homes.
Easy and instructive reading for all but youngest pupils.
Illustrations from photographs , very good and helpful.
Sawyer, Frederick H. The inhabitants of the Philippines.
Scribner,1901. .^4.00
An interesting and useful book. The residence of the au-
thor in the Philippines for fourteen years has been reinfor-
ced to good advantage by study of the best authorities— Mr.
sawyer's style somewhat staccato and rambling but he has
packed real information into his voluiae—Mr Sawyer devotes an
adequate nutaber of pages to Philippine jaanufactures , agri-
culture and ccttimaerce; social life in Manila has a chapter to
itself as also does "Sport"; the various islands are taken up
in turn with races, customs, religions etc. He furnishes maps
and tables and has adorned his book with more than forty full
page illustrations after photographs. All told a v/orthy and
timely work.
Nation 7^:PA)5; Mar..^ ,1901.

Worcester, tiean 0. (The) Philiiot}ine iRlands and their people.
Maomilian,.1893. (54-00
An authoritative and interesting acjoimt of the Phili-
ppines. The author spent two years there studying the con-
ditions and the people of the principal islands. The first
three chapters are valuable for their solid infortaation but
the delightful part of the book begins with the author's sto-
ry of his ovm adventures which he tells with wit and charm.
His book is very readable, and his style simple and clear.
Good, clear illustrations.

South Aiaerica.
G 724b
Brooks, Elbrifige Streeter. The true story of Christopher Coluiabus.
Lothrop,i89;i. ^1.50
Told in a straight forward way that appeals to children
and containing very simple and interesting desf3riptions . The
booX will give the pupils a splendid connected idea of what
led up to the discoveri'" of our continent and why the earth
v;as first thought to be round. A good gene^-ai account of the
v/hole discovery. Good illustrations.
918
43.5
Child, Theodore . The Spanish Aiaerican repiiblics.
Harper, 1891. #3.50
Plain narrative of observation during travel in Chili,
Peru, the Argentine Repilolic , Paraguay and Uruguay;. The object
of the journey was not of adventure or exploration but a stud-
y ,priiaarily ,of the people and their custoiis. Soiae descript-
ions of the country'' unusually interesting.
Illustrations very good and helpful.
Curtis , William Klleroy. Between the Andes and the Ocean.
Stone, 1^501. i^2,50
Describes all the western countries from Panaraa to Pata-
gonia. Mr Curtis gives quite a full account of the Panama
Canal— There is some historical matter in Mr Curtis 's book,
but the main topic treated is the industrial , social and polit-
ical life of the people There are a niuaber of illustratioas
Dial 30: 74; Feb. 1,1901

918
W 62.7
WhvraT)er,Tndward. Travels aiaongst the great Andes of the Equator.
Soribner,189S. ^^^.50
The book consists of the history and results of the auth-
or's travels in the Andes in T^ouador. His sole object was to
make scientific observations as to the effects of low press-
ure and determination of altitude of mo'Jintains. Necessarily
much of the inforraation is scientific and not especially in-
teresting to the student of geography. The author's travels
included a visit to the volcano Ootopa.xi. Illustrations are
splendid and v/ill give a good idea of high mountains ai:d vol-
canoes. Perhaps the book is valiiable to pupils for these if
for nothing else.
(Ed. 1892. in Champaign library.
)
See also
J 918 Carpenter,?. C7. Geographical readers. S.Aiaerica.
^^^1- (North Ai'ierica. )
See also
917.28
D 29.6
Davis, R. A. Three Oringos in Venezuela and Central
Ainerica ( wiexico, C^?ntral America and the
French West Indies,
)

Europe-general
914
C 8."5.8
Co.x,saiauel Sullivan. Arctic Bunbeains; froTQ Broadwa3'- to the Bos-
ohorus by v/ay of North Cape.
Putnaia,i882. ^2.00
Author visitf? Ho llanrl, Scandanavia, Finland and Ruf^sia and
pictures in a sis-etchy style the scenes which interested him
in these countries. Soraetii-ies there are too laany personal
details to contain much real inforriation . Fev; illustrations
v/hich are only fair.
937.8
85.8
Crawford, Francis Marion. The rulers of the South 'Sicily ,Oalabria
and Malta. 2v
.
Macnillan,1900. $6.00
Chapters on
v.l. The earliest tiiae
Greeks
Roraans
v,2. The aoths and the Byzantines
The Saracens
The Homans
In later tines
The Mafia.
Treated from an historical standpoint but the illustra-
tions are very good and v/iil be helpful to students of geog-
raphy .
j 914
M 12.4
Mc Cabe,JHiaes D. Our yoiing folks abroad; the adventures of four
American boys and girls on a jo\irney through
Europe to Constantinople.
LippinG0tt,1881. #1.75

The author and his party travel through portions of Eng-
land, Prance, Belgiwa, Germany , .Sv/itzerl and and Italy iintil they
reach Genoa. From this point, they start on a cruise in the
Mediterranean, visiting Metone, Monaco, Nice, Naples ,Palenao and
other points in Sicily , Athens and Constantinople. The aiin of
the author is to instruct as well as aiause. The places are
described in an interesting way, giving the le^iding events of
history and sometimes old legends connected v/ith theia. The
illustrations are profuse and fa.irly good though rather out-
of-date .
910.4
M 54.7
Meriwether, Lee. Afloat and asho^^e on the Mediterranean.
Scribner,1892. ^1.50
Tells of laany out-of-the-way places on the Mediterranean,
including the extreiae part of Italy and some of the islands
of the Aegean. Soiae social problems are discussed. The book
is v/ritten in a simple, interesting narrative style but in-
cluded a good many personalities and details which are of no
iiaportance from a geographical standpoint. There are many
bright and interesting parts which could be read to the young
er impils. Illustrations few but good.
914
M 61
Millet , Francis Davis. The Danube: from the Black Forest to the
BlacK Sea.
Harper, 189.5. |2.50
Includes a description of Austria-Hungary,Rouiaania, Servia

and Bulgaria. Studies of coiintries and people which are not
very often visited but which are interesting. Illustrations
which consist raostl^'- of sketches of scenes and people of dif-
ferent countries, are numerous and good. All of the pictures
and parts of the text are very v«ry interesting and helpful
to even the younger pupils.
914
St 6
Stockton, Francis Richard. Personally condiicted.
Scribner,l889. ^2,00
Description of scenes and people in Italy , England, Prance
and the Low Countries. Life of the cities characteristi-
cally described, especially of the Italian cities, including
Rome, Genoa, Pisa, Naples, Florence and Venice. The Alps, Paris
London and the Low ooiintries are treated quite fully. Only
the principal points and places of interest are described.
Illustrations fairly good.
j T21
B
Taylor Bayard. Boys of other countries.
Putnam, 1901. .^1.50
Contents
The little post-boy
The Pasha's son
Jon of Iceland
The two herd-boys
The young, serf
Studies of anii'iai nature.
Stories of boys of Sweden, Iceland, Saxony and Russia, v/hich
are very interesting and will give as good an insight into

the character of the people of the different nations as laoRt
descriptions. Excellent to be read to pupils or to be read
by theia. 'n'ew illustrations.
(Ed. 1897 in Oharapaign library. )
See also
J ^514
Carpenter , E.G. Geographical readers. F,urope( North
Aiaerica. )

England, Scotland and Ireland.
914..
T
C 21.0
Camegie, Andrew. An Arierioan four-in-hand in }3ritain.
S'cribner , IBftfi . ^1.50
Interesting deBcription?? of Rights in England, Scotland
and Ireland. The very Biiaple narrative style, full of all
kinds of interesting reifiiniscenses and experiences, s tories
,
incidents of travel and allusions to great laen and great lit-
erary works, jaaK.es it a book which is at the saiae tiiae easily
read and enjoyed by all but the yoimgest pupils.
914 . ?,
H 75.4
rloneyi'ioon,A. Vandoren. Bright days in iaerrie England.
Honeinnoon,190l. #1.50
The author is very enthusiastic and gives in his v^rriting,
the atmosphere of the localities and the aroma of their his-
torical and literaiy associations. It is intended to be a
plain and simple tale of travel and a record of ainny pleasant
and happy hours. Style too advanced for younger readers. Il-
lustrations clear and v/ell chosen.
914.,
3
Johnson, Clifton. Among English hedge-rows.
Macraillan,ia9P. ^2.25
The author has gone into this world with a friendly eye,
a hearty sympathy and a very intelligent camera and his re-

cord "betrays that love of his field and f5UbjeGt5f whioh is the
priiae characteristic of the successful painter of rural life
and coimtry. Splendid descrii^tions of England and 7;]ia;lish
life v/hich are concisely and well written. The illustrations
from photographs are unusually good. It is a book for the
teacher and older pupils.
914.15
Johnson, Clifton. The isle of Shamrock.
Macriil 1an , 19 1 . #2.00
Chapters on
Castle of eloquence
Medieval brotherhood
Lakes of Killarney
A mountain climb
In the Golden Vale
An Irish writer and her home
The Highlands of Donegal
Peasant life in Connemara
Jaunting-car journeys
An island on. the Wild West Coast
A Bogland schoolmaster
The Giants causevmy
The record of first impressions and the unexpected which
never coiaes but once. Full of accoionts and descriptions of
chaming and interesting scenes and incidents.
Illustrations from photographs unusually good.
j 914. J?
Scu 8.8
Scudder, Horace Elisha. The English Bodley faiaily.
HOTighton,188 7. ^2,00
f
The story of the experiences and adventiares of an Ameri-
can faraily in England. The book includes a great many per-

Ronalities and conversations vmich,at tiiaes,ai*e tiresome. It
is written in a siiaple way,bringing out only the most inter-
esting points and, as a rule, leaving out the usual dry and
long details.
(Ed. 1884 in Champaign library. )
914.14
St 4.8
SteHenson, Robert Louis. Edinburgh: picturesque notes.
.Seely,1889. ^1,25
Chapters on
Old tovm-the lands
Legends
Crreyfriars
New town-tovm and country
The villa quarters
Golton hill
Winter and New Year
To the Pentland Hills.
Very fascinating reading, filled with interesting infoi^
jiation which is given in simple language. Parts can be read
and enjoyed by all but the youngest pupils. The illustrat-
ions,mostly of buildings, are froKi sketches and are fairly
good.

Prance.
914.436
Davis, Ri(3harfi Harding. About Paris.
Harper, 1895. ^1.25
Chapters on
The streets of Paris
The show-places of Paris-nip'ht
.
Paris in nourning
The Grand Prix and other prizes
Americans in Paris
Bright and interesting sketches of Parisian life. Of
more value fron a literary than a geographical side hut may
serve to give pupils aia idea of Paris.
Illiistrations by Charles Dana Gibson very attractive.
Dearmer, Percy . Highv/ays and byvfays in Normandy.
Macmillan,1900. g^.OO
StriK.es a refreshing balance betv/een the mere guide book
and the more serious travel record Text—is both entertain
ing and instructive. Brightening the pages are some of Ivlr
Fennel's best sketches.
Critic 37:377; Oct, 1900.
914.436
D 36.5
De Forest ,Katherine . Paris as it is.
Doubleday,1900 . $1.25
An intimate account of Paris, its people, its hoiaes and its
places.
Part I The life and people.

Part II The rulers of Paris
Part III The art life and its institutions
Illustrations fro]a photographs are very good.
914. 4?^;?
D 66
Dodd,Anna Bowiaan. Falaise; the tovm of the conqueror.
Little,19 0w' . t^2.0Q
A historic and description of one of the minor tov/ns of
Prance which have been centers of great laovements. The book
outlines the town's earlier military iiaportance , traces its
growth in coimierciai prosperity and describes the charm of
its modern aspect. The description of Palaise of our own
tine is interesting because it is the description of a town
of modern Prance. The book will help the children to fom
a definite idea of the difference between French towns and
those of our own country. The illustrations from photographs
of the streets,buildings and inhabitants of Palaise are very
good.
Johnson, Olifton. Along French by-ways.
Macmillan,1900. $2,25
i8 a story of a summer's raiable through scenes, his-
toric and rural, by one v/ho travels with his eyes open, and
does not hesitate to describe the most ordinary events of
village life. There is a fresh simplicity about the book
that /'lakes it very pleasant -'^Bading,and the illustrations,
from ijhotographs by the author more than double the pleasure.
Critic />7;57r3; Dec. 1900.

914.4
L 99. »3
Lynch, Hannan. Prencjh life in town and country. (Our European
neignbors) Piitnam,1901 . $1.^0
French life in all its phases taken up and well and inter-
estingly described. The author is a student of character and
characteristics, and his book will give the teacher and older
IMipils a splendid idea of the French people and their life.
Good illustrations ji'iany of which fir^e reproductions of master-
pieces .

Gemaany and Switzerland.
914..^
J) 17.."5
Baker,Ray Stannard. Seen in Genaany.
^3.00Mo lure, 1901.
Chapters on
Comon things soen in Germany.
The Kaiser.
The Genaan private soldier.
A view of the Genaan working laan.
A Genaan professor.
A typi(?al scientific} institution.
How the Germans ereated a new industry.
A German venture in practical philanthropy.
How the Germans build ships.
Some new educational ideas in Germany.
A glimpse of German student life.
The nevv' Geriaany.
A variety of Genaan questions considered but all have an
important bearing on Gennan life. Very well written and very
useful to teacher. Illustrations from photographs and origi-
nal sketches , very good.
The story of a woman's experiences in climbing the Alps
in winter, the aothor presenting the mountains as she found
thera. The book is filled with personal experiences , the de-
scriptions often taking a second place. Sometimes the many
conversations and details become tiresome. Pew illustrations
which are not very good but which vviil serve to give the pu-
pils a good idea of mountains in winter.
914.94
B 9."^
Bumaby,Mrs Fred. High Alps in winter.
Low, 1883,

914
Dawson, Williaia Karbutt. aerman life in town and country (Our Eu-
ropean neighbors. )
Putnaii,l901. ^l.r^O
It is not often that the institutions , habits ^probleias , and
ideals of a people are discussed by an outsider with such ac-
curacy, clearness, impartially, friendliness and j'.ioderation as
is done in this little book.—Author has that even calraness
and breadth of judgment which are the combined result of an
intrli.iate Knowledge of facts and -a iiind disentangled from per-
sonal Torejudice.
Nation 76:1'62; Aug 12,1901.
914.94
St 7.:s
story, Alfred ThomaB. Swiss life in town and country. (our Europ- I
ean neighbors )
Putnaia,1902, ,^1.20
The many types of the people of Switzerland d.escribed.
Only the laost interesting details are chosen. The author
shows that he is a student of character and he gives us the
results of his study in a ;iost plea<^ing way. The illustra-
tions of the people and their homes are veri' helpful.
914.364
W 23.5
Waring, George Edwin. Tyrol and the skirt of the Alps.
Harper, 1880. ^3.00
The author describes the people of the Alps, their lives
and surroundings , their peculiarities and custoias. A fairly
good book on a subject on which it is hard to find material.
Illustrations out-of-date but fairly good.

Holland
914.92
G 87.6 a
Oriffis,vviiiiarQ Elliot. The Aiaerican in Holland: f^entlJiental ran-
bleB in the eleven provinces of the
Netherlands
.
Hough ton , 18 9 9 . ^1.50
Impressions ,01 )servatio2iR, studies and sentiments of an
Aiaerioan who has learned to love the rmtch and their country.
The hook is the result of five journeys into soiae of the best
and least knovm places in Holland. The author takes up the
different divisions of the country separately , giving a par-
tial description and his impressions. The last three chap-
ters are on the inauguration of Queen v/iihibina and are acc-
oiapanied by two splendid ill\istrations
.
914.92
Hare, Augustus John Cuthbert. Rketches in Holland and ^Scandinavia.
Macmillan , 1896 . ??1 . 00
Includes descriptions of Holland, Deniaark, Sweden and Nor-
way;-. There is too much crowded into a short space. Contains
much information though at times confusing for so many places
and things are mentioned at the same time.
Pev/ illustrations v/hich ari^ mere sketches.
914.92
H 81.4
Hough, P.M. Dutch life in town and country! Our European neigh-
bors )
.
Putnam, 19 01. #1.20
All phases of Dutch life are v/ell and interestingly de-

Boribed. Parts, at l6^ast,oould he read and. iinderstoorl by the
older pupils. Very good illustrations.
914.9?.
M 48
Meldruia, David Storrar. Holland and the Hollanders.
Dodd,1900. #2.00
Chapters on
Impressions of Holland of today.
How Holland is governed
The fight v/ith the v/aters
Hov/ Holland is educated
F;'Herlogen>)osch and the Southern provinces.
Uteroht and the East
Groningen and the Worth
Ainsterdaja and the Holland, provinces.
Mid'lleburg and the Islands of Zeeland.
A splendid study of Dutch life and custojis. The author is
a splendid observer and gives us the result of his observa-
tions in an interesting v/ay. Profuse illustrations from pho-
tographs
,
drawings and paintings.

Italy and Oreeoe.
Ganaichaal ,Mont2oraer3/-. In Tuscany; Tuscan towns, Tuscan types and
the Tuscan tongue.
Dutton,1901. ^3.00
Mr Montgomery Oanaichael has successfully interiDreted for
his readers the realities and idealities of no small portion
of Italy in his charming V)ook. the charjn and glory of Tus-
cany is transferred to Mr Carmichael's pages dwells on mat-
ters which until nov/ have hardly been disclosed to us. The re-
sult is a hook to keep, for its freshness of spirit and inter-
est make it worth reading more than once.
Dial 31.24; July, 1901.
937
C 85.8
Crawford, Francis Marion. Ave Roma Iifimor talis : studies from the
chronicals of Rome.
Macmi 11an , 18 9 8 . ^ t3 .
The hook is a history of Rome but the author, in picturing
the ruins of the Rome of centuries ago ,pictu.res Rome as; it is
today. Illustrations are very good and v^ill be helpful and
instructive to pupils.
914.5
H 7n.3
Hooker , Catherine . Wayfarers in Italy.
Scribner,1902. |3.00
Descriptions of the principal and most interesting cities
of Italy, their scenery
,
people and peculiar customs. The ill-
ustrations are clear , beautiful and very helpful.
m
Horton, George . Modern Athens. i
Scrroner,1901. ??1.35
A very attractive volume of 90 pages, v/hich skiris off the
surface of Athenian life and S(3enes, without the slightest o-
dor of the guide-book. The illustrations—give the touch of
poetry which the author has felt and expressed -with so much
srj-ri>rhtliness and delicacy.
Nation 73:378; Nov. 14, 1901.
913.37
L 22
Lanciani,Rodolfo Aiiedee. Ancient Rone in the light of recent
discoveries.
Houghton, 1890. #6.00
Contains lAOstly historical and scientific infonaation.
Of value for illustrations which, by showing the remains of
ancient Rome, show a great deal of Rome as it is today. The
text is technical and detailed.
945.7
N 83
Norway , Arthur Haiailton. Naples, past and present. 2^r
,
StoXes,1901. |4.35
The book contains a beautiful description of the approach
to Naples by sea and an interesting chapter on the ruins of
Pompeii. The illustrations which are necessarily of the pre-
sent Naples are very good and very helpful to the i^upils.
914.53
J^m 5.6
Smith, Francis Hopkinson. Crondola days.
Houghton, 1898. #1.50

The author is an artist and so is fully capable of pict-
uting Venice in all her beauty and artistic splendor. The
splendid illustrations by the author v/iil cive the pupils an
idea of the wonderful beauty of Venice.
914.5
V 71.4
Viliari,Luigi. Italian life in town and country(Our J^uropean
neighbors. )
Putnam, 1903. $1,20
Chapters on all of the phases of French life, society,
homes
,
religion , anay and navy , agricultxire , education , aiausements
,
literature, art and music. Franlc and interesting descriptions
full of details of information which hard to get. Illustra-
tions from photographs , very good.

Russia and Hungary.
914..
F 63.7
Fletcher, Margaret. Sketohe?? of life and oharacter in Hungary.
Sonnen^chein ,189^. $2,25
Experience?? of two girls traveling in Hungary. Interest-
ing sketches filled v/ith pleasing incidents and illustrated
frora sketches made by the two travelers. On the v/hole a
bright and attractive book which gives much infornation in a
pleasing way. Of interest to teacher and older pupils. Parts
could be read to younger ones.
Nonaan, Henry . All the Russiaijis. Travels and studies in con-
temporary European Russia, Finland, Siberia, the
Caucasus an.'i Central Asia.
Scribner,1902. $4.00
Book is outcome of four journeys to Russia Keynote to
the book is a generous appreciation of the past, present and
future problems , both domestic and foreign, with their si£T:lfi-
cance to the worl^-l at large it is indespensable to every
student of Russia at the present time.
Nation 75:334; Nov.l3,190?^.
914. 7
P 18.?.
Palmer, Francis H.E. Russian life in town and country{Our Eiirope-
an neighbors
)
Putnaia,l90l. #1.20
All phases of Russian life treated of. The book is well
written but is rather difficult reading for all but the more
advanced pupils. Good illustrations.

914.7
St 6.4
Stoddard, Charles Augustus. Across Russia: from the Baltic to the
Danube
.
Soribner,lH92. $1.50
Detailed but interestin;5 descriptions. Takes up parts of
Sv/eden, Finland though mostly concerned v/ith missia. In a sim-
ple narrative style, the author gives a good idea of the hor-
ror of life among the peasants of Russia. To some extent,
takes up art, sciences, education and other subjects not valua-
ble from a geographical standpoint. Contains hov/ever some
chapters which are very helpful to teacher and students of
geography. Illustrations fair.

Spain
.
Bates, Katherine Lee, Spanish highways and byways.
Macmil.lan , 1902 . P;>2 . 25
Strength of this book lies in a rare insight into Spanish
characteristics and life, and a pov/er of rendering that in-
sight in exact and telling v/ords. Her book—is an oasis for
the wear-v -oiodder through the traveller's tales of the day.
Nation 72: 500: Apr 11,1901.
914.4
D 64.5
Dix.Jldwin Asa. A midsiJimaer drive through the P^/renees
.
Putnam, 1890. .^1.25
contains rauch laaterial which is not often found. The
hoiaes, and towns of the people of the Pyrenees , their peculiar
ways and dress and the beautiful scenery of the country are
all well described. Illustrations few but very good.
914.6
P 49.4
Finck, Henry Theophilus. Spain and Morocco; studies in local
color.
Scribner ,1891. <j)1.25
Chapters on
Prora Paris to Madrid
Cosmopolitan Madrid
Local color in Seville
Sherryland and Cadiz
"Infidel City "of Morocco
Granada and the AlhaiQbra.
The book is the result of a tv;o months visit. The authors'
aim is to give an impression of some of the most striking sam-
ples of local color, including only what is novel, characteris-
tic and romantic. General descriptions with some interesting

details
.
j 9.14. 6
H 13.5
Hale, Edward, i^verett and Susan Hale. A family flight through
Spain.
Lothrop,1883. ^2,50
Simply told but contains too many details. Not jauch geog-
raijhy in it but good for scattered sketches and for the illus-
trations which are fairly good.
914.6
H 53.
3
Hig;^ins,Jj. Spanish life in tovm and country. Ohapte'i^s on Portu-
gese life in town and countrj^- by I^.E.Street. ( Our Eur-
oToean neighbors. )
Putnam, 1902. $1.20
Interesting and v/ell wri-.ten as are all the booXs of this
series. The authors are both capable of writing on their sub-
jects and show that they v/ell understand the people and the
countries. Good illustrations /mostly of the different tyi^es
of 2)eople
.

Af3ia and India.
915.5
B 43.7
Benjamin, Samuel Green. Persia and the Persians.
Tioknor,189l. |J5.00
The author, was at one time , iJ. S, Minister to Perf?ia,so his
opinions are based on practical experience. The book is a de-
scription of the people, their custoias and peculiarities , the
cities and towns and their points of interest , incidents of
travel and personal experiences. Illustrations are good, clear
and mjiaerous.
(Ed. 1886 in Champaign library.)
915.4
C IJ^.3
Caine,v/iiiiam Spraston. Picturesque India.
Routledge,1899 . $4,00
A plain statement of vrhat may be seen by an ordinar^^ trav-
eler in the most accessible portions of British India. Too
much of a hand-booK. to be very interesting, the author giving
a detailed description of what he saw in each place. The il-
liistrations from sketches fairly good and numerous.
( Ed . 1891 , in Ohaiapaign library )
949.61
G 91.4
Grosvenor ,}^dwin A. Constantinople. 2\'
.
Robert Bros, 1895. #10.00
Although the book is a history, it contains a good deal a-
bout laodern Constantinople. The illustrations are very beau-
tiful and will be of great value to pupils.

915
H 35.6
Hedin,.Sven. Through Asia. 2\-
.
Harper, 1899. llO.OO
Chapters on
Central Asia
Russia
A winter Journey over the Pamirs.
The Mus-tagh-ata a?id its glaciers.
Across the Takla-Makan Desert.
A suimaer trip to the soiithern Pamirs.
Across the desert of Gobi to Lop-Nor.
Through Northern Tibet to Tsaidaii.
Prom TsaidaiQ to PeKing
The incidents of travel and descriptions of people are
subordinate to the geographical features which are particular-
ly emphasized and described in detail. The book is written in
a narrative style , consisting mostly of notes taken by the au-
thor on his journey. .500 illustrations from sketches and pho-
tographs by the author.
915.4
H 78.4
Hornaday, William T. Years in the jungle: the experiences of a hun-
ter and naturalist in India, Ceylon , Malay pe-
ninsula and Borneo.
Scribner,190i. ^2,50
The account of a journey which was one of action rather
than of observation. The book consists of descriptions of the
forests, deserts,mountains, plains, rivers and the living crea-
titres which inhabit them. The most striking features of the
country, the most note-v/orthy aniiaals and the men, as encoiinter-
ed in their homes, are described. It is a bo ok, primarily , for
the naturalist. Fair illustrations of the animals of these

countries especially of the jungle anijaalR.
915.4
H 94.5
Hurst, Jo?m Pletcner. Indira; the country and people of India and
Ceylon.
Harper, 1891. ^5.00
An aid to a general knowledge of India and Ceylon. The
personal narrative is through-out subordinate to the general
descriptive interest. It is difficult and detailed reading
but may be of use for the information it contains. The illus-
trations of scenery , people and buildings are fairly ^ood.
951.
M 19
Mackay, George Leslie. D.D. Pron far Ponaosa;the island, its people
and missions. Ed 'A,
Revell,1896. ^2.00
Life and letters of a foreign missionary in Formosa.
The author gives Formosa's history ; describes its geographical
features ; trees , plants and flowers ; animal life ; industries and
social life and consideres the general conditions of the coun-
try in a simple, straightforward way. The language is unpreten-
tious and the book one that is easily read. Very good illus-
trations.
915.4
j P78
Pool, Rev. John J. The land of idols: or, talks with young people a-
bout India.
Ward, 1894. 11.25
Written by a missionary to arouse interest and syiapathy
in India. Tells of the people, their peculiarities, supers ti- a

tiotis and customs, the religious side beine: kept in the fore-
ground and the effeots of the different religions upon the
people brought out. The c3haraGter of the book raakes it a book
more for the teacher than pupil, tho parts of it would be ap-
preciated by theia. Illustrations fairly good.
Rijnhart , Susie Carson. With the Tibetians in tent and temple; nar-
rative of four years' r«siden(3e on the Tib-
etian border and of a journey into the far
interior.
Revell,190l. #1.50
An exceptional book in missionary literature. Author has
gone far and seen and suffered much, and tells of it with sim-
plicity and effect— The descriptions are sympathetic and in-
telligent. Dr Rijnhart has succeeded in combining a coiamon
sense appreciation of the stand-points of other's, p^nd a sinipa-
thy for them in their wanderings of thouyjht.
Nation 73: 116; Aug. 8. 1901.
915
K91 . 5
Russell, Robert Ho7/ard. The edge of the Orient.
Scribner,1896. #2.00
Chapters on
Zara
Sebenico and Scardona
Praii and Ragusa
Cat taro and Montenegro
Constantinople
The sweet v/aters of Europe
Smyrna and Saionica
Beyrout and Dai'iascus
The Pacha's level
Alexander and Cairo
Luxor and Assuan
Mingles some history with the interesting descriptions of

tnese out-of-the-way countries and their people. Many incid-
ents of travel are given. The illustrations are unusually
good and nuraerous.
Siayth, warington \'/ilKinso)i. In white-elephant land: five years in
Siaia 2y,
Scribner,1898. s^9.oo
In these two solid voluiaes v/e have the thoughts and stud-
ies of an Englishinan of scientific attain, lents ,who spent the
five years from 1891 to 1896 in the ooimtry and saw it very
thoroughly—In these books we acquaint ourselves with the
life and habits of the .Siaraese and get acquainted with their
peculiarities and their attractive qualities. We also learn
about the animals and how they behave There are maps, an in-
dex and plenty of pictures. Altogether this is a most valua-
ble work; indeed,we are not certain but it is the best for the
reader es-oecially interested in "The Land of the Free".
Critic :54: 76-7; Jan. 1899.
See also
j 915
C 22,5
Oarpentev,T.a. Geographical readers. Asia( North America)

Africa and I^lgypt.
916.8
47.5
Churn Lord Randolph. jvlen,raineB and animals in South Afrioa.
Appleton, 189?^. ^5.00
Ghapterf? on
Cape Colony
Diamonds
Gold
Mining and sporting
The Transvaal Boers
Lions
Life at Fort Salisbury
The book consists of letters written to the Daily Graphic,
slightly revised and iniblished in book forra. It is written in
reportorial style and contains a good many details v/hich are
of no use froia a geographical stand-point tho there are some
parts 'Which are very readable to yoimger pupils- Illustrat-
ions from sketches are characteristic and good.
916.7
D 84.3
Drujojaond,Henry . Tropical Africa.
Scribner,l89l. ^l.oo
A siaall book discussing the larger features of Africa
with just enough narrative in it to nake the reader feel a
personal interest in it all. The chapter on "The aspect of
IS
the heart of Africa; the country and its people" especial-
y good, giving a swaraary of the whole book. Told in Druifiinond'
s
ov/n convincing and attractive way. Very interesting to teach-
er. Illustrations few and not very good.

915. Z>2
Ed 9
Edwards, Aiaelia Blanford. PharoahB ,.Pellah?? and explorers.
Harper, 1^92. |4.00
Chapters on
The explorer in Egi/'pt
Hieroglyphics writing of the ancient Egyptians
The book shows the manners and oustoras of the people who
once lived in Egj'-pt. The illustrations are good and will per-
haps, alone, give the pupils an idea of the ancient Egyptians.
H 13.?.
Hale, Edward Everett and Susan Hale. A fainily flight over Egypt
and Syria.
Lothrop,1882. $2,50
The book contains a good deal of valuable inforiaation but
it is so v/rapped up in the detailed conversations of the dif-
ferent neiabers of the faiaily that it is rendered very nearly
inaccessible. The book contains a description or brief laen-
tion of the most important and best knov;n places in the two
coimtries. Illustrations profiase but not very good.
i| 325 .
6
H 55.9
II
Hillegas , Howard C. 06ia Paul's -oeople.
Apple ton, 1899. $1.50
A narrative of the British-Boer troubles in South Africa
with a history of the Boers, their country and its institut-
ions. The author describes the Boers as they impressed him,
telling of their habits and modes of living. There is an es-
pecially good chapter on Johaimesburg of today. The book con-

tains valuable infonaation on an iraportant and tiiaely subject
which v^iii interest the older pupils and better prepare the
teacher to interest the younger ones. Ill\istrations fev/ but
very good,
j 916
K 97
Knox , Thomas Wallace. Boy travelers in Africa; or The adventures of
two youths on a journey thro Africa.
Harper, 1884. ^2.00
The author in the conversation of his travelers , gives a
good deal of valuable description of Africa, its people and
scenery. The style, at tii?ies,is reportorial but these lapses
can be overlooked in viev/ of the general v/holesoraeness and in
structiveness of the narrative. Will interest the pupils.
Fairly good illustrations.
j 916.2
K 77
Knox, i-'homas Wallace. Boy travellers in Eg3^pt and the Ploly Land,
Harper, 1882. ^2.00
The description of the countries is given in a clear if
not alvfays in a lively way. Some tines the reader feels that
the author has put too lauch condensed history in the conver-
sations and diaries of his youthful travelers . The book gives
a good idea of ancient Egypt by describing its relics and re-
raains. Details are fusU thou.;jh sometimes tiresome. Illiistra-
tions are fairly good.
913.2
St 9

Stnart,Villiers. Nile gleanings : ethnology , history and art of
ancient Egypt as reveale'l 'oy Egyptian paint-
ings and bas-reliefs.
Murray, 1879. $7.80
The book is written from an archaelogioal rather than
from a geographical stand-point. The descriptions are of iion-
iuients,torabs, caverns, temples, and pyraraids in relation to his-
tory and art. v/iii give the pupils some idea of ancient Eg^^pt
and by so doing give partial idea of the Egypt of today which
consists so largely of the remains of the past. 58 colored
and outline plates from sketches and irapressions taken from
the nonioments
.
I 916.4
I
V 65.4
Viand, Louis Marie Julien. Into Morocco , translated froia the French
by E.P.Robins.
I
Rand, 189?.: ,^1.50
||
Told in sUiple narrative and yet descriptive style. Pres-
!' ent tense is used, so making the reader feel hiiaself a com-
panion and co-traveler of the author. The accounts of the A-
!
rabs and their country are beautifiil because the author un-
derstands and loves then. His descriptions, too, of nature, the
deserts, plains and flowers are charming. On the v/hole,a pleas-
ing and beautiful book. Will be very interesting to pmpils.
Illustrations fairly good.
(Ed. 1890 in Champaign library. )
\
ii
ii
916.
V V4
Vincent , Prank. Actual Africa; or, the coming continent.
Apple ton, 1895. ^^5.00

The book is the result of tv;o years spent in close exami-
nation of conditions in Africa. The author not onl3^ complete-
ly circled Africa taut i lany dips were taken into her vast and
mysterious interior. His attention v/as equally divided be-
tween the native States with tributary provinces and Jlluropean
possessions, protectorates and spheres of influence. The book
gives in a general way accurate information concerning cer-
tain imperfectly knovm regions both savage and settled of the
Africa of the present day. Reading is too difficult for pupils.
Illustrations good.
916.75
W ;^1.5
Ward, Herbert and D.D.Birdwell. Five years with the Congo canni-
bals.
Bonner, 1890. .^1.75
Part I. Lower Congo.
Part II Upper Congo
Part III Canoe Journeys.
The book is confined to matters illustrative of native
life in Congo-land and so is necessarily filled v/ith horrible
details. The simple , narrative style and interest in the sub-
ject discussed make it a vey^y readable book. Large , full-page
illustrations good.

China and Japan.
915. S
Bacon, Alioe Mallei. A Japanese interior.
Houghton, 1896. $ .60
The book oonsistF! of letters froia the author who taught
in a Japanese sohool for girls. A pictiire of the life of one
foreigner aiiong the Japanese and a record of her thoughts a-
bout their civilization and her ovm, rather than an authority
on Japan in general or on any particular phases of life there.
Chapters on
Jinrikisha riding
A Japanese meal
An official fiineral
Imperial progress through Tokyo streets.
A Shinto fiineral.
A day at the theatre
.
Very interesting and bright.
Some of the chapters would interest even the younger pu-
pils very much.
j 95^
G 87.6
Griffis, William Elliot. Japan in history , folk-lore and art.
Houghton, 189S. $ .75
The author sketches in outline the Japan of other ages,
though he includes many chapters on Japanese v?ustoms and pe-
culiarities of our time.
Chapters on.
Where is Jajoan?
Who are the Japanese?
How they look at the world.
Ideas and symbols.
Nev< Japan.

Very interesting and instructive. A "book for teacher?? or
older pupilB.
951
|1 L 23
I
! Landor.A.flenry savage. China and the aliief^. 2v.
8oribner,1901. #7.50
A history of the Boxers and their upriRingB in China. The |
book gives a good picture of the interio-i- of China as it is
today , describing the vil-lages, the manners and custoris of the
inhabitants and the poverty and destitution of the life there.
The book is extremely well writ ten,making it interesting in
spite of the horrible pictures drawn. The illustrations are
clear, well selected and nuiaerous. Valuable to the pupils for
these if for nothing else.
I
915.15
L 23
Landor,A.Henry Savage. In the forbidden land.
Harper, 1899. ^9.00
II
A record of the author's journey in Tibet and his varied
experiences there. In an interesting narrative style, the au-
11
thor tells of the people and their barbarous and cruel ways.
!| The author possesses a knowledge of this strange people which
is valiiable because it is so rare. The illustrations from pho-
tographs and sketches by the author are un.usually clear and
good.
II
325.5
L 56
I,eT»ov-.i3eaixlieu, Pierre Paul. ( The )av»rakening of the East.
Mc Clure,1900,.____Jl.5^

Part I.Siberia.
ChapterB on
(The)land. of Siberia and Itn inhabitantR.
Agriculture of Siberia and the rural population.
Mineral reROuroes and industries-
Siberian towns
( The )railv^ay through Manchuria
Part II. Japan.
Chapters on
Modern Japan
Japanese industry
Rural Japan
Developeiaent of Japanese coHfirieroe
Part III China.
Chapters on
Capital of China
Country in the neighborhood of Peking.
Chinese people and their characteristic!^^.
The book IS the result of personal observation and is a
discussion of the countries and their resources , and of the
people, their custoi is, industries and social life. The book is
concise and full of inforjaation and is siinply but v/eii writ-
ten. Selected chapters could be read by the older pupils tho,
as a whole, the book is better for the teacher.
Little, Archibald John. Moimt Omi and beyond.
Stokes, 1901. ^."5.50
Mr Little brings out effectively and with v/onderful clear-
ness the contrast betv/een the broad plain of eastern and mid-
dle China and the broken country west of I-Chang Author's
style is bright and crisp. In telling us about the diet and
customs of this new and lintravelled part of China, he is very
interesting. He lives in the hope that railv/ays will soon
give residents on the steaiiy plains of China free access to
her grand laountains.
Nation 72::580;May 9, 1901.

915.2
L 95.5
Lowell, Percival. The f?oul of the far F-ast. (Japan).
Houghton, 1B90. #1.25
Ohapters on
individuality
Faraily
Adoption
Language
Nature and art
Art
Religion
Iiaagination
A general philOBophioal discussion of Japanese oustons
and problems. The general nature of the discussions makes it
a boox more for the teacher than the pupil. The first two
cha-oters cotild be understood by pupils.
915 .
2
N 78
lNlorman,Hen-r'v. The real Japan: studies of contemporary Japanese
manners,morals, adjainistration and politics.
Scriljner,ia92. #1.50
Chapters on
At home in Japan
Japanese journalism
Japanese justice
Japanese education
Japan as an Eastern pov^er
Arts and crafts in Japan
Japanese women
Japanese jinXs
In rural Japan: a rush to a volcano
The Yoshiwara;an \mwritten chapter of Japanese life.
Japan for the Japanese?
The future of Japan
T^ssays which attempt to place before the readers of the
coiantries whence Japan is deriving her ideas an accoimt of
sane of the chief aspects and institutions of Japanese life
as it is today. The author used months of special investiga-

tion as pi^eparation. The book is filled with interestins de-
tailB and chanaing flescriptioriB of mannerR and customs of the
people. The illustrations from photographs ai^e very good.
Parsons, v/illiain Barclay. An Aiaerioan engineer in China.
Mc dure, 1901. ^;i.50
It fiives us a view of China from the inside by one v-ho is
master of his subject. It be safely said that, of the re-
cent books of siaailer size on the country now under the
worlds scrutiny and dissection, this is one of the very best
both for its information , suggestions and insight. There is a
tone of eheer throughout the whole of it.
Nation 72: 516; June 7, 1901.
915.1
Sci
Scicij'iore, Eliza Ruhaiaah. China, the long-lived Empire.
Centiary ,1900. |J^.50
The book is the result of seven visits to China. It is
written in an interesting narrative style and is filled with
incidents of travel and of descriptions of the people and
their characteristics. It is a broad book and is intended
more to give general information than to be used as a 'de-
tailed help in the study of geography. There ar^e many illus-
trations from photographs and sketches which aro very good.
915.1
RiQ 5.1
Smith, Arthur H. Village life in China; a study in sociology.
Revell,1899. ^2.00

As an aifl to a comprehension of the Ghinepo probleii.
Part I The village, its institutions/UB ages and public
characters.
Part II. Viiiau;e faiaily life.
Part III. Regeneration of the Chinese village.
Very interes ting, de tailed and instructive description of
Chinese village life. All phases of the different questions,
these people arouse are taken up. on the vmole,a very valua-
ble book teacher and older pupils.
Very good illustrations.
952
V 27
Van Bergen, R. The st©ry of Japan.
Aiaer.Bk.Oo. ,189 7. i?1.00
The story is clothed in simple foria fm<i language since
the book is designed for children. While the thread of histor-
ical events r^oi^s throughout the book^raany incidents and char-
acteristic stories have been cited to illustrate the laannere
and customs of the various periods.
Illustrations fairly good.

Australia.
Jose, Arthur "v. Auptralasia the Ooi'-uionwealth. { Tenplo priiaerB )
.
Maomil lan , 1 1 . 5? . 40
In its nain theme ,maintains the character for excellence
of the 'Temple primers'. Not always is interest so well sus-
tained in so severe a compression of a subject. Apart from
the cruel treatment of the aborigines , the history of the white
colonization of Australasia has all the chana of a story.
Nation 72:?>73;May 9,1901.
Lloyd, Henry Demarest. Nevvest England; Notes of a democratic trav-
eler in New Zealand.
Doubl eday , 19 00 $2.50
Well and interestingly wri. ten. Splendid illustrations.
SiDencer, Walter Baldwin and P.J.Giilen. The native rabies of Cen-
tral Australia.
Macmillan , 1899 . ^6.50
Regarded from an ethnological point of view, this is one
of the most satisfactory works recently imblished. In fact so
thoroughly is it done that it is probably within bounds to
assert that a careful study of its pages will make us as v/ell
acquainted with the natives of Central Australia-their social
and political orginazation,maimers and customs, arts and in-
dustries , traditions ,myths, rites and oeremcnies-as we are with
tribes that are nearer home and with v/hose institutions we
are suo-oosed to be more fainiliar.
Nation 70 : 11 •>; Feb.8 ,1900 .

Arctic regionf?
.
N 15.7
Bull,Jaco>) B. Fridtjof Hansen; translated by Rev U.B.Baraard.
Heath, 16^^. ^1.00
A Biiaply told biography of Hansen. Of value on account
of the story of his Crreeniand explorations and his experien-
ces in the far Horth. On acooimt of the character of these
experiences , the book contains many valuable imd authentic de-
tails about life in these comparatively unknovm countries.
Du Chaillu,Paul Belloni. The land of the long night.
Scribner,1899. ^?..00
is the record of a Vv inter journey from Southern Sweden
up through LappmarX,.Finland and Pinmark to NordXyn,the ext-
reme end of the Pluropean mainland v/e are hurried along
over the great snov/land that d;.y after day becomes more spars-
ly peopled Ooing and coming there are adventures plenty
Like all of Du Ohaillu's books this too, is thoroughly vmole-
some
.
Nation 69: 49.^; Dec. 28, 1899.
919.8
N 15.7
Hansen,Fridt jof . Farthest north: being a recorci of the voyage of
exploration of the Ship Prara. 189;6-96 and of a
15 months sleigli journey.
Harper, 1898. ^3.00
In simple diary fona,the author gives the important de-
tails of this v/onderful voyage. The book gives a splendid i-

(lea of the colclness and barrenneBS of the far North and of
the aniraalR and people found there. The iilustrationR are
clear and good, especially soiae of the colored plates showing
v/onderful phenomena of the pim and noon.

PhyRic3al geography.
DaviG ,V<'-> T l-i aji Mor-^:'is . }^leiaentaT«y -phyRioal geography
.
Gimi,190?,. ^1.25
'Rational treatiaent' is the key-note to this booK The
ideap of oonsenuence have been held constantly in mind by
the author. In liis ooiaproiaises between oomplioated explana-
tion and elementary stateinent , the author has been very suc(3-
essful. Nuiaerous, well-selected illustrations add greatly to
the value of the booX. Taken all in all, this seeiis the most
satinf'actorv elementary text-book in physical geography.
Nation 75: 13; July 3,190^..
553.8
D 56.7
Dieul afait, Louis . Diamonds and precious stones , translated from
the Prencii be Panchon Ranford.
Scribner,1874. $1.50
A popular a- -count of gems, containing their history , dist-
inctive properties and method of obtaining them. Gives an in-
teresting account of the diaraond mines in South Africa, India
and Brazil. Illustrations are old but will serve to give the
pupils a good idea of the mines and the method of v/o.cking
them.
J 500
G 79.4
Gray ,Elisha. Nature's miracles ; faiailiar talks on science.
Fords, 1899. .60
v.l World-building and life.
7!arth,air and water.
Contents
I Tt^arth
World-building and life.

Lijfie stone
Coal
Slate and shale
Salt
II Air
The atmoBphert-
Air teiaperatiire
Cloud formation
Wind-v7}-iy it blows
Local winds
Weather predictions
Hov/ dew is foriaed
Kalestones
Meteors
The sky and its color
Liquid air.
Ill Writer
Rivers and floods
Tides
What is a sponge
Water and ice
Stored energy in water
Why does ice float
Glaciers
Evidences and theories of an ice age.
Glacial and pre-glacial lakes and rivers
Some effects of the glacial period.
Drainage before the ice age.
Much valuable infonaation in condensed form. It is the
aiia of the author to use the language of coiojion life and to
avoid all technical terms. In spite of this, the book is dif-
foroni reading for young readers. Good for teacher or older
pupils.
G 83.5
Greene,rioiaer . Coal and the coal mines.
. Houghton, 1839. % .75
Ghaijters on
Composition of coal
H0V7 the beds lie
Introduction of coal into use
Plan of a coal mine
Coal mine disasters
Anthracite coal beaker .

i'1
The information which is gathered from perf?onai experien-
ces and observation is concise and practical, though sometimes
rather technical. The present coal mining ethical and econom-
ic questions of the day are taken up. Good ilustrations help
to laake the book a very valuable one.
551.4
;
H 43.6 ' '
He'^ricK., Soiohia Bledsoe. (The)earth in past ages,
Hat'per ,1888. ^ .60
Tells how the surface of the earth came to be as it is
now,with its seas and continents,mountains find lakes, rocky
peaks and sandy deserts. Tells of evidences of the earth's
upheavals, the reign of fire, the ioe age, early vegetation and
animals, the mysteries of the bottom of the sea and other in-
teresting facts. Will give pupils a general idea of the dif-
ferent stages, through which our world passed before our time.
Can be read by teacher or older pupils or read to yoijuiger
ones. Illustrated.
501
L 96
Lubbock, Sir John. The beauties of nature and the wonders of the
world we live in.
Macmillan , 18 93 . |l . 50
Chapters on
Animal life
Plant life
Woods and fields
Mountains
Water
Rivers and lakes
The sea
The starw heavens
Origin of mountains
Origin of volcanoes

Origin of rivers
Course of rivers
Direction of rivers
Ocean depths.
Contains a good deal of raaterial v/hich is splendid as
supplementai-'v to that of the geography, in a simple and inter-
esting way gives valuable inforiiation v/hich is hard to get
from any but scientific v^orks. Good illustrations.
551 .
4
Sh 1.6
syiaie-r*, Nathaniel Sout3igate. Outlines of the earth's history.
Apple ton, 1898. S^l.75
Chapters on
Introduction to the study of nature
Ways and means of studying nature?
The stellar realia
The earth
The atmosphere
Glaciers
V/orK. of underground water
The soil
The rocks and their orders.
A general accoimt of actions which can readily be under-
stood and which will afford a clear understanding as to the
nature of the processes which have laade this and other celes-
tial spheres. It is clearly shovm how greatly the historj'- of 1
I'
the earth has influenc.-d the fate of men. A splendid refer-
ence book for the teacher. Few very good illustrations.
500
V 28.7(1
Van rjyls.e,John Charles. Tlie desert ; further studies in natural ap-
pearances ,
Scribner , 190?. . #1 . J^5
Beautiful word pictures of the deserts of the western
states of the United States. Reading as a whole too difficult

for most pupils but selected passages will give them an idea
of the light, air and color of the desert, its vegetation and
its vastness and barrenness. Well v/ritten and full of descrip-
tions that leave lasting iiipressions
.
500
Van Dyka,John Oharles. Nature for its ovm sake; first studies in
natural aiorjearances.
Scribner,1898. ^1.50
Author discusses natiire as applied to lights, skies, clouds,
waters, lands, foliage, the bea-aty of the land-sccvpe ei c. Not of
practical use as a help in the study of geography but perhaps
Will serve to give the pupils a better appreciation of nature
and will show then how a people is influenced and, to a cer-
tain extent, governed by the natural resources of the country'.
Of interest lo teacher and older pupils.
Williams, Gardner P. { The )diaiaond mines of South Africa: soiae aec-
oimt of their rise and developement
.
Macmil.ian,190<J . in preparation.
In nineteen chapters, Mr Williams tells the stor^/ of dia-
monds ,dia]aond seeking, cut ting and polishing from legendary
times do'/m through historical periods, ending v/ith the method
of operating the consolidated mines of South Africa of today.
-
Mr Willi^iin's book contains a mass of authoritative informa-
tion, historical and technical arranged in a form very conven-
ient for reference. Illustrated.
Nation 76:178 ;Peb. 26, 190?s.

j 50C
W 93.4
v/ri^^ht, Jiilia Ivic Nair. Sea-side anri v/ay-side. No, 4.
Heath, 1B98. $ .45 |
The story of how our earth caine to be in the different
stages through which, it passe'l and the relics of those tiiaes
which we nov/ find. The booX contains ex'olanations of many of
nature's phenoraena which the child notices every day but does
not understand. The aniiiais and plant^^ of the earlier ages
are described and pictured. The book contains also descript-
ions of some of the most unus"ial animals of today such as sea-
cows, v/hales and mon'Keys, On the w.-iole,a book fiill of valuable
information for children. Fairly good illustrations.

Astronomy.
Ball,.Sir Robert Stawell. Elements of astronoiiy:a beginners text-
book.
Macini.llan,1901. I .80
It is an att-'active book, and raakes the science appear
more so tliroiigh the apt felicity of style of a fluent lectur-
jj
er,a practical vrriter and an expert investie;ator . That Sir
Robert Ball knows how to put things, is evident in every chap-
ter. Many of them possess a charm akin to the fairy tale.
Accurate presentation of the prevailing views of living as-
tronomers are rarely sacrificed. Illustrations of \musual ex-
cellence .
Nation 73:228; Sept .19,1901.
j 52.-5
B 21.2
Ball, Sir Robert Stawell. Star-land; being talks with young people
a>30ut the wonders of the heavens.
Cassell,189i. tU.lO
Being not'3s and recollections of a co^irse of lectures
given to children.
ChaT)ters on
Sun
Moon
Inner planets
Grand planets
Comets and shooting stars
Stars
A siiaple stor>/-book style which has not interfered v;ith
the scientific accuracy nor excluded the consideration of man-
y obscure and not generally understood matters. Besides the
somewhat familiar subjects su.;h as sun,moon, and inner planets,
the author has taken up such subjects as how Neptune was dis-
covered, how we find the distances of the stars froia us,Knd
what they ar-e made of. He makes clear and facinating stories

out of Buoh themes. Good illustrations.
J o25
Giberne, Agnes. Sun,iaoon,and stars; an astronoiay for beginners.^ !
American Tract Society ,189/S. i}1.25
A story of the stellar universe which contains informa- j
tion v/hich is not technical but ac-^urate , told in an efirnest
and simple style. It contains such interesting chapters as
The earth one of a family
The head of our family
What binds the fcuaily together
The leading members of our family
Visitors
Little servants
The relation of the different members of the solar system
is thus shown by these faiailiar illustrations. There rire chap-
ters also on the different planets, the lailky way etc. ?ev
fairly good illustrations.
525
P 94.5
Proctor, Richard Anthony. The orbs aroiind us; a series of familiar
essays on the moon and planets ,meteors
and comets, the s^An and colore^! pairs of
suns
.
Longiaans ,1894. ^>1.25
Supplementary to his "Other worlds than ours". Informa-
tion too tec'nnicai and reading too difficult for pupils. Con-
tains much, however, that will be valuatele to pupils if told by
teachers
.
P 94.50

5*3 - - ^
PVoctor,Riohard Anthony. Other worlds then ours.
0aldwell,.l897. |5 .75
Contains buoIi chapters as:
What the earth teaohes us
What v/e learn fron the siin
The inferior planets
Mar«
Saturn
Rather hard, technical reading but contains good solid in-
formation. The book will give the teacher infori-nation which
will he valuable to supplement that given to pupils in geog-
T'aTjhy. Good colored plates.
(Fid. 1882. Apple ton in Ohaiapaign library. ;

Aniinals.
J 590
J 66n
Johonnot , Jaiaes . „
Araeric;^n BooX Co., 1885 .63
Neislifeors with claws an4 hoofs and their Kin .( Natural his-
tory, series ; bo oK. 4)
Description of the characteristics of the different ani-
mals of all coiantries, their haunts and habits, interspersed
with short stories and incidents. Book is not technical and
contains many details vmich are of great interest to chi.ldren.
Fairly good illustrations.
j 500
J 66
Johonnot , Jaiaes. Neighbors with wings and fins and soiae others.
AP.ier.BX.Oo. ,1885 $ .40
The birds of all cO '.n tries are very interestingly pict-
ured and described. The language is siiaple and easily under-
stood by the children. The occassional introduction of a
poem or story jaakes the book all the mor^ charming. The il-
lustrations are good and are well siiited to the text.
j 590
M 59
Miles, Alfred H. Natural history v»rith anecdotes illustrating the
nature , habits ,manners and customs of animals,
birds, fishes, reptiles, insects etc
,
i:)odd,1895. 25
An encyclopedia of the animals of all countries , including
a description of their chief characteristics and occasional an

ecdotes or stories about then. The boo'iC is written in a sim-
ple direct way that interests and holds the attention of the
Ghildren and contains a large nmiber of colored plates which
will delight then.

Man.
572.891
M a."^.
Mor-r'iB,r!harles. The Aryan race; its origin and achievements .Eel. 2
Griggs,
An outline of the history of the Aryan race, its primitive
home, its beliefs and institutions ,migrations and a tracing
of the stepp by which it has gained its present high posi-
tion aitiong the races of mankind. The characteristics and con-
ditions of other races are contrasted v/ith those of the Aryan
race. The bo k contains valuavle information for the teacher

No references are made to the many governraent publications
of geographic inte^T^est for they aw far too many to refer to.
For instance, the Siaithsonian institution annual report Visual-
ly contains articles on geographic subjects. Prom the Weatha*
bureau are issued not only weather maps but annual reports
ana monthly v/eather reviews. Prom the various departments of
the government, reports may be obtained on geology of interest-
ing regions especially min?.ng regions , mineral resou-r^oes, agri-
culture , crops , fores try , bo tany , i rrigation , s tatis ticai abs tracts
on coiiiiaerce, finance and population, foreign industries,pre-
cious metals, ethiioiogy and Indian affairs. The geological
survey issues topographic maps(^^.05 each or by the h\m-
dred). Many states also is^ue valuable reports on agricia-
ture,mining and laanufacturing.
In order to find out about the govermnent publications
one can often obtain a list of those issued by a given bureau
by writing to the Superintendent of Public Doc\aiaents ,ivashing-
ton. A monthly list of all government publications is also
prepared by the Superintendent of Public Docuiaents , thus , per-
mitting one to keep tracX of the new publications. Some of
the publications may be purchased but many may be obtained by
writing to one's congressman or senator to whom copies are
given for free distribution iimong constituents. The great
majority of government docuifients are issued for free distribu-
tion. Application for these, in moderation, are invariably gran-
ted v/hen needed for schools provided the quota is not already
exhausted.

prepared by the Superintendent of Public DooiJiiaents , thus ,per-
mitting one to keep track of the new iniblications. Some of
the publications ma^'- be purchased but nany nay be obtained
by writing to one's congressraan or senator to whoj'i copies are
given for free distribution aiaong constituents. The great
majority of governemnt docuiaents are issued for free distri-
bution. Application for these, in moderation, are invariably
granted when needed for schools provided the quota is not al-
ready exhausted.
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100 Wash.Sq.,E., New York.
Araerioan Tract Society
150 Nassau St., New York.
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36 Bromfield St., Boston.
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.
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